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The behavior of a thin superconducting film in a stationary magnetic field is considered. The 
field is assumed to be directed along the film and to satisfy the condition (~ 0d)-1 « eH « d-2 

where d is the film thickness and ~ 0 = v/ T c is the correlation parameter. Under this condi
tion the ordering parameter ~ (r) can be assumed to be the same throughout the film thick
ness. However, even such fields change the spectrum appreciably. It is shown that I~ I no 
longer plays the role of a gap in the spectrum. The gap depends on the angles and vanishes 
for certain directions. The derived spectrum is used to determine the specific heat of the 
film. It is shown that at low temperatures (T « T c) the specific heat decreases according to 
a power law. 

1. SINGLE-PARTICLE EXCITATION SPECTRUM 

As usual in a superconductor problem we start 
from Gor'kov's temperature equations: l ll 

[ iffi + 2~ (V - ie A)2 + !l J Gw (r, r') 

+ ,i (r)F..,+ (r, r') = 6(r- r'), 

[ -iffi + 2~ (V + ieA)2 + !l ]F..,+(r, r') 

- ,i* (r) G.., (r, r') = 0. 

(1) 

The spectrum corresponds to values E = iw, for 
which the corresponding homogeneous system has 
solutions: 

[ e + 2~ (V- ieA)2 + fl J g(r) + ,i(r)j+(r) = 0, 

[-e+ 2~(V+ieA) 2 +fl ]J+(r)-,i*(r)g(r)=O. (2) 

We shall consider only fields satisfying the con
dition eH « d- 2• In this case, as shown by Sha
poval, [ 2l ~can be considered constant throughout 
the entire film thickness. For d « o (where o is 
the penetration depth) the magnetic field H is con
stant inside the film. We shall restrict ourselves 
to the case of relatively thick films d » p01 (p0 is 
the limiting momentum) in which the quantization 
in the transverse direction is not essential. In 
this case with specular reflection from the walls 
Nambu and Tuan's statement is valid:[ Sl the prob
lem of a film becomes equivalent to the problem of 
a bulk superconductor consisting of films in which 
the magnetic field H is directed in opposite direc-

tions in neighboring films. Bearing in mind that 
the magnetic field is oriented along the film and is 
constant in it, the vector potential A can be writ
ten in the form 

A= (A(z), 0, 0), 

where A(z) is a periodic function with a period 
2d: 

(3) 

A(z)=lf(-d/2+izi), -d~z~d. (4) 

To solve the system (2), we make use of a 
method previously described in l 4l. We seek g 
and f+ in the form 

g(r) = eiPo•q:>(z), j+(z) = eiP·•x(z), (5) 

where the functions cp(z) and X(z) change over 
distances of the order of d. In the quasiclassical 
approximation one can neglect the second deriva
tives with respect to cp and X . Retaining only 
terms in which exp [i(Po · r)] is differentiated at 
least once, we obtain the system 

[ ipoz a eApox ] 
e+-·~a~+-- q:>(z)+,ix(z)=O, 

m z m 

[ ipoz a eApox J -e+----,.----- x(z)-,iqJ(z)=O. 
m az m 

(6) 

The system (6) is equivalent to one second-order 
equation 

{-(P~r~:2+[ ,i 2 -(e+eA!oxr 

iePoxPoz dA ]} +---- cp(z) = 0, 
m dz 

where A(z) is defined by Eq. (4). 
The coefficients of Eq. (7) are periodic func-
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tions of z, and therefore its solution should be of 
the form 

'¢(z + 2d) = 'tjJ(z). (8) 

In each strip Eq. (7) is brought to the form 

[ :;2 +a ( z + 2~ r + 2i ia ( v- +)] 'tjJ (z) = 0. (9) 

Its solutions are the parabolic cylinder functions.[ SJ 

Two linearly independent solutions can be chosen 
in the form 

D-v[ (1- i)a'l•(z + b I 2a) ], D-Hv[ (1 + i)a'l•(z + b I 2a)], 

where 

(10) 

Matching the solutions on each boundary and taking 
into account (8}, we find that exp (2igd) is the 
eigenvalue of the transition matrix B: 

B - ·(D-v(-iz) --l 
D_w (z) 

X ( D~1-v (- ~z) 
D-1-v (-zz) 

(Dv(-z) 
X -D_1_v (- iz) 

D~v (- iz) ) 
iD~1+v (z) 

iD~(-z) ) 
-D-v(-z) 

w~ <-z> ) 
- D-1-V (- •ii) 

X ( iD~w ~z) - D~v (- ii)) 
D (z) ..L, D_v (- (;) ' - -l+V 

where 

V eHPox (' d em \ 
z=(1+i) -- -+--), 

Poz 2 eHpox , 

(11) 

z=(i+i>VeHpox (-~+~). (12} 
Poz 2 eHpox 

In sufficiently strong fields, when v « 1, the 
transition matrix simplifies considerably, and we 
obtain for the beginning of the band (gd « 1) the 
spectrum 

e2 =s2 +.1\2/(lptg<pl), 6= V(p-po), 

ltg<pl = IPoxiPozl. 

i 1 ]2 
/('A)= 1/4 [ ei1. ' e-i'J..x' dx + e-i'J.. 'ei1.x'dx . 

0 0 

(13)* 

(14) 

The function f(A.) can also be expressed in terms 
of Fresnel integrals: 

n - -
f('A) = -[C (VI.) cost.+ S(it.) sin 'A)2. 

2'A 

For IP tan cp I « 1 one can expand in (14) in 

*tg =tan. 

(15) 

powers of A. , and we obtain for the spectrum the 
expression 

e2 = 62 + .1\2 [1 - 0.13p2 (Pox I Poz) 2], p = eHd2 I 4. (16) 

In other words, for particle motion at not too small 
angles to the film surface the anisotropy of the 
spectrum is small and the gap is close to ~. 

It can be shown that there exist A.k such that 
f(A.k) = 0. This means that there exist directions 
in which there is no gap in the spectrum. The first 
zero of the equation f(A.) = 0 is for A. = 2. 6, so that 

ltg <Jll = 2.6 I p. (17) 

2. SPECIFIC HEAT 

To calculate the specific heat per unit volume 
we use its usual expression in terms of the ele
mentary excitation spectrum:[1J 

a(E/V) a 
C= aT =2 ~ek 0T[1+exp(ekf'T)]-l. (18) 

k 

The main contribution to the specific heat is 
due to excitations with small quasimomenta 
(g « d-1 ). Therefore one can use for Ek Eq. (13). 
From Eqs. (18) and (13) we obtain 

c = 8mpo 2e r ds is2 + {\2j _!__ [ 1 + ex ( i62 + {\2j )]-1. 
(2n) 3 ~ ~ aT P T 

(19) 

At temperatures T .... Tc(H) account of the angu
lar dependence of f in (18) leads to a small cor
rection to the specific heat (a correction of the 
order of p). However, at low temperatures 
[T « T c(H}] the specific heat is determined by ex
citations with a small gap. In this case the main 
contribution to the integral (18) is due to narrow 
regions in the neighborhood of the zeroes of the 
function f in which 

n [ 1 C(VI.n) r 
an = 2 V'An i2nl,n - sin An . 

(20) 

Here A.n is the n-th root of the equation f(A.) = 0. 
Substituting expansion (20) in (18) and going 

over from integration over cp to a sum of inte
grals over (A. - A. n>, we obtain 

12mp0 pT2 ~ 1 'f x2dx (21) 
C= (2n)3 ~ 1 l.n2 Van ~ 1+ex' 

Calculating the sum and the integral, we find 
the specific heat per unit volume to be 

C = 1.2Cn (T I~) eHd2, (22) 

where Cn is the electronic part of the specific 
heat in the normal phase and ~ is taken at T = 0 
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but is a function of the field. It follows from (22) 
that in a rather wide range of temperatures 
[ T « T c(H)/ lln p IJ the specific heat decreases ac
cording to a power law. Equation (22) for the spe
cific heat is valid when the field H is not too 
small. The lower bound on the field is obtained 
from the condition v« 1 [v is obtained from (10)]. 
Taking into account the fact that the important 
angles are those of the order of p, we find that 

eH~1 !sod. 

If the film is sufficiently thin, the field is 
bounded by the condition 

eH ~ (pod3) -i, 

(23) 

(24) 

due to the violation of the quasiclassical nature of 
the motion. Condition (24) is violated before con
dition (23) only when d2 < ~ 0 /p0 • 

It should be noted that all the equations are 
valid only for pure films and in specular reflec
tion from the walls. 

In conclusion I express my gratitude to A. I. 
Larkin for directing the work. 
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